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The Spin of the M2-Brane and
Spin-Spin Interactions via Probe Techniques
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Abstract
The 256 dimensional M2-brane multiplet contains solitons of many different intrinsic
spins. Using the broken supersymmetry transformations of the M2-brane, we find supergravity solutions which explicitly display these spins. This amounts to quantizing the
fermionic zero modes and computing the back reaction on the metric and gauge potential.
These spacetime fields are therefore operator valued and acquire a conventional classical
meaning only after taking expectations in given BPS states. Our spinning spacetimes are
not of the standard Kerr form – there is a non-vanishing gravitino. Nevertheless, the solutions have angular momentum and magnetic dipole moments with a g-factor of 2. We
use probe techniques to study scattering of spinning BPS M2-branes. The static interactions cancel between like-sign branes at leading order, but there are static spin-spin forces
between branes and anti-branes. The general probe-background Lagrangian contains gravitational spin-spin and magnetic dipole-dipole forces, as well as gravitino exchanges which
allow branes to change fermion number.
November, 1998
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1. Introduction
M2-branes and M5-branes, the basic solitonic excitations of M-theory, are each invariant
under half of the theory’s 32 supersymmetries. The action of the remaining 16 broken
supersymmetries yields, in each case, a BPS multiplet of 28 = 256 states, half of which are
fermionic and half bosonic. In analogy with the spin states of a massive particle, the BPS
states of spinning M-branes fall into representations of a “little group” of spatial rotations
which leave invariant the world-volume of the brane. For the M2-brane the little group is
SO(8), while for the M5-brane it is SO(5).
There are a number of questions we can ask about these BPS states. For example, at
the level of semi-classical spacetime solutions, we would like to know how the spin of the
brane is reflected in the gauge, gravitational and gravitino fields. We might expect that,
since the spins are quantum mechanical, of order h̄, the classical geometry would simply
be insensitive to the spin state. Another possibility is that the different BPS states are
described by Kerr-type spinning M-branes as in [1], with appropriately quantized values
of the angular momentum. A third possibility, however, turns out to be correct.
One can actually generate the spacetime fields of an arbitrary BPS state by acting
iteratively with the broken generators on the purely bosonic M-brane solution. Schematically, if Φ denotes the spacetime fields of the bosonic solution and δǫ the action of the
broken supersymmetry generators with spinor parameter ǫ, the higher spin states are given
by
Φ′ = eδǫ Φ = Φ + δǫ Φ + 21 δǫ δǫ Φ + · · ·

(1)

This technique was first used by Aichelberg and Embacher to study the BPS multiplet of
states based on the extreme Reissner-Nordstrom black holes of D = 4, N = 2 supergravity
[2]. More recently, it has been applied by Duff et. al. to compare the dipole moments
of black holes and string states in D = 4, N = 4 string compactifications [3] and to
calculate the g-factor for the D0-branes of D = 10, type IIA supergravity [4]. In Sec.
2.1, we will carry out the expansion (1), starting from the bosonic M2-brane, to second
order in the fermionic parameter ǫ. Following [2], we call this the superpartner solution.
The superpartner solution allows us, among other things, to determine the analogue of the
gyromagnetic ratio for states in the M2-brane BPS supermultiplet.
The spinor parameter ǫ in the expansion (1) is naively a Grassmann quantity. This
has the desireable effect that the series (1) truncates at a finite order. However, it also
leads to an interpretational problem, not addressed in [2] and [4], which needs clarification.
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What does it mean for the spacetime fields to depend on a Grassmann valued parameter?
What values do the fields actually take at a given spacetime point?
In order to resolve this issue, it is helpful to think about an analogous bosonic construction first. Any localized soliton has bosonic zero-modes, which correspond to broken
translation symmetries. The parameters, called collective coordinates or moduli, associated with these zero-modes simply specify the center of mass position of the soliton. Often,
as in the case of M-branes written in multi-center form, we know the solution exactly as
a function of these bosonic parameters. However, if we did not, starting from a reference
solution we could generate it via an expansion of the form (1), using the generators of
broken translations.
The fermionic case should be thought of in the same way. The 16 broken supersymmetries correspond to 16 fermionic zero-modes. The expansion (1) gives an exact
expression for the soliton as a function of the fermionic parameters associated with these
modes. However, there is a crucial difference between bosonic zero-mode parameters and
fermionic ones, which was first discussed in [5] 4 . Fermionic zero-mode parameters satisfy
non-trivial anti-commutation relations and must be realized as operators acting on a space
of quantum states5 . In the case of fermionic zero-modes arising from broken supersymmetry, this space is the BPS multiplet of spin states.
In the present case, the gravitino field ψm has an expansion
i
+ non-zero modes,
ψm = ai ψm,0

i = 1, . . . , 16.

(2)

i
where ψm,0
are zero-modes - linearized solutions to the field equations in the background

of the bosonic M2-brane. Upon quantization of the gravitino field, the possible soliton
states form a representation of the algebra of zero mode operators {ai , aj } = δij , which

follows from the canonical anti-commutation relations of the gravitino field. Acting with
the broken supersymmetries on the bosonic M2-brane produces the zero modes of ψm . So,

up to an important normalization factor, which we will discuss below, the 16 non-zero
4

See also [6] for a good discussion in the context of monopoles.
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Bosonic moduli sometimes also require quantization before they make sense. For example,

the dyon rotor of BPS monopoles is a collective coordinate in a U (1) subgroup of the gauge group
[6] . We can imagine endowing the monopole with momentum along the U (1) circle. Classically
any momentum is allowed, but we know that quantum mechanics dictates integral momenta. This
is, of course, necessary since the momentum translates into the electric charge of the monopole.
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components of ǫ, the spinor parameter of broken supersymmetry, should be identified with
the coefficients ai and satisfy the same algebra.
Rather than being Grassmann valued, the metric and other spacetime fields are now
seen to be operator valued. The operators act on the 256 dimensional space of BPS states.
In order to obtain c-number values for the spacetime fields at a given point, we take an
expectation value in a specific BPS state. This partial quantization of the spacetime fields
comes about because we have effectively quantized the zero-mode sector of the gravitino,
and are finding the back-reaction on the metric and other spacetime fields. We are not
referring here to quantum gravity corrections embodied in, say, higher curvature corrections
to the Einstein action. Merely, quantizing the zero-modes inevitably leads to back-reaction
effects that can modify the long-range fields even in regions of small curvature.
It may be the case that the operator valued corrections to the bosonic fields in (1) do
not vanish in any of the BPS states. In this case, the original bosonic solution is not exact
in any quantum state - turning on quantum mechanics inevitably produces corrections
to the long-distance fields of the solution. This is the case for the D0-brane found in [4]
– there is no such thing as a spinless D0-brane in ten dimensions and the semiclassical
solutions display this feature. In Sec. 2.2 , we give a construction of the BPS multiplet of
states for the M2-brane. This allows us both to determine the SO(8) spin content of the
multiplet and to evaluate the spacetime fields in any given state. Unlike the D0-brane, the
M2-brane does have a singlet state under the transverse rotation group. So the original
bosonic solution is still valid for a particular choice of state for the fermionic moduli.
A second set of questions, which we will address, involves the scattering of spinning
M2-branes. Again following techniques developed by Aichelberg and Embacher in the series
of papers [2,7,8,9,10], in Sec. 3 we study interactions of spinning M2-branes by examining
the effective action for a probe in the superpartner spacetime backgrounds found in Sec. 2.
The interaction lagrangian has a purely bosonic piece – the potential energy between two
M2-branes. This vanishes for like-sign, parallel, static branes, in accord with BPS force
cancellation. We study the remaining spin dependent interactions at leading order in a
large separation limit. One of the new terms describes the exchange of a gravitino between
the two branes, which changes the fermion number and spin of both the background and
the probe. There are also gauge dipole-dipole interactions and a gravitational spin-spin
interaction. All of these exchanges either cancel, or vanish identically, if the probe and
background have the same sign charge, thereby maintaining BPS force balance.
3

2. Spinning M2-Branes
First we summarize the formalism. Further details can be found in [11] whose conventions
and notation we follow. The metric is of mostly positive signature, and Dirac matrices are

defined by γ m̂ , γ n̂ = 2η m̂n̂ and γm = emn̂ γn̂ . Hats indicate orthonormal frame indices,

and emn̂ is the vielbein. Letters from the middle of the Roman alphabet {m, n, p, q, r, s}

will index all 11 coordinates, while letters from the beginning of the alphabet {a, b, c, d}

index the directions {x0 , x+ , x− } parallel to the M2-brane. Greek letters indicate the

directions {x1 , · · · , x8 } transverse to the brane, and γ mn... indicates a product of gamma

matrices with all indices different. Square brackets and round brackets will indicate (anti)-

symmetrization with unit weight6 . With these definitions and the convention γ 0̂+̂−̂1̂2̂...8̂ =
1, the eleven dimensional supersymmetry transformations are:

where Tm npqr ≡

1
288

δAmnp = − 6ǭ γ[mn ψp] , ; δemn̂ = 2ǭ γ n̂ ψm


δψm = ∂m − 14 ωmn̂p̂ γn̂p̂ + Tm npqr Fnpqr ǫ

(3)
(4)

n pqr
(Γm npqr − 8δm
Γ ) and ǫ is an anticommuting Majorana spinor. We

make frequent use of the property

χ̄ γ n̂1 ···n̂k φ = (−1)k(k+1)/2 φ̄ γ n̂1 ···n̂k χ

(5)

where χ and φ are Majorana spinors. This implies in particular that χ̄ γ n̂1 ···n̂k χ = 0 for
k = 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10. The supercovariant spin connection is the (algebraic) solution of the
supertorsionless equation
dem̂ − ω m̂n̂ ∧ en̂ = ψ̄ ∧ γ m̂ ψ

(6)

Defining Om̂n̂p̂ = em̂q en̂r [∂[q ep̂ r] − ψ̄[q γ p̂ ψr] ] we find the spin connection:
ω m̂n̂p̂ = Om̂p̂n̂ + On̂p̂m̂ + On̂m̂p̂

(7)

Finally, the supercovariant gauge field strength is
Fmnpq = 4∂[m Anpq] + 12ψ̄[m γnp ψq] .
6

For example, A[mn] = (1/2!)(Amn − Anm )
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(8)

2.1. The Superpartner Solution
The membrane solution of Duff and Stelle is described by the following fields:
ds2 =

ηab a b
dx dx + f δαβ dxα dxβ
f2

;

Aabc = −

s
εabc
f3

;

s = ±1

;

ψm = 0

(9)

where ε is totally antisymmetric in its indices with ε0+− = −ε0+− = 1 and s is the sign
of the electric charge. The metric function f 3 is a harmonic function of the transverse

coordinates, δ αβ ∂α ∂β f 3 = 0. The asymptotically flat solution is

f=

1+

X
i

3Mi
|~r − ~ri |6

! 13

(10)

where ~r = (x1 , . . . , x8 ). If the positions ~ri ’s are sufficiently well separated that there is a
local asymptotically flat region around each, then Mi has the interpretation of the mass
P
of each individual membrane and Qi ≡ sMi is the electric charge. In any case M ≡
Mi

can be interpreted as the total mass of the spacetime and Q ≡ sM is the total electric

charge. Defining em̂ = em̂n dxn , the non-zero components of vielbein are
eâ = f −1 δbâ dxb

eα̂ = f 1/2 δβα̂ dxβ .

;

(11)

The connection one-form ω n̂p̂ = ωmn̂p̂ dxm has nonvanishing components
ω âα̂ = f −5/2 (∂β f )δbâ δβα̂ dxb

ω α̂β̂ =

;

i
h
1 −1/2
f
(∂η f )dxρ δρα̂ δ β̂η − δ α̂η δρβ̂ .
2

(12)

We will start from this bosonic solution to generate the spinning superpartners7 .
• Supersymmetry

The multimembrane solution preserves one half of the supersymmetry in the sense that
1

δψm = 0 if ǫ = f − 2 λ, with constant Majorana spinor λ satisfying (1 + se
γ )λ = 0. Here
γ
e ≡ γ 0̂+̂−̂ with γ
e2 = 1 and Tre
γ = 0, setting half of the independent components of λ

to zero. The superpartner of the membrane is obtained by considering supersymmetry
transformations with λ chosen so that

(1 − se
γ )λ = 0
7

(13)

The coordinate indices on δbâ and δβα̂ are raised and lowered using the flat Minkowski metric.
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which implies that δψm 6= 0. To generate superpartners one starts with the membrane
background (9) and applies the broken supersymmetry transformations to find a nonzero

gravitino field. Then the gravitino field is inserted into (3) to obtain the corrections to
other fields. This iterative process can be repeated to higher order in λ and will terminate
after a finite number of terms because λ anticommutes. However, we will content ourselves
with the order λ2 terms.
• Superpartners

Since there is a local supersymmetry, the spinor ǫ parametrizing the broken generators

can be related to λ by an arbitrary multiplicative function E = E(xα ) which goes to one at
infinity. Choosing E is the same as fixing a gauge for local supersymmetry transformations.
One family of gauge choices is ǫ = f −δ λ. One can check that the broken supersymmetry

variation of the gravitino field is then normalizable for any value of δ > 0. One can
also check explicitly that the supercharge, given by a surface integral at infinity [12], is
independent of the value of δ, as it must be. In parallel with the unbroken generators, we
will take ǫ = f −1/2 λ below. The first order variation gives the gravitino:


ψ = −f −3 (δ α̂β ∂β f ) γb̂α̂ λ δab̂ dxa + f −3/2 −∂α f + 21 δαρ̂ δ β σ̂ ∂β f γρ̂σ̂ λ dxα .

(14)

Iterating the transformation yields the vielbein to order λ2 :


eâ = f −1 δbâ dxb + 21 f −2 (δ ρ̂β ∂β f ) λ̄ γ âα̂ρ̂ λ δσα̂ dxσ


1
−7
eα̂ = f 2 δβα̂ dxβ − f 2 (δ ρ̂β ∂β f ) λ̄ γ α̂b̂ρ̂ λ δab̂ dxa .

(15)

To this order in λ, only off-diagonal components with one index tangent to the brane and
one transverse, receive corrections
gaα



3 −3 b̂ β̂ ρ̂η
= f
δa δα (δ ∂η f ) λ̄ γb̂β̂ ρ̂ λ ,
2

(16)

while the gauge field has corrections to the following components

−3s −4
f
εabĉ δ ρ̂α δ σ̂β ∂β f λ̄ γρ̂σ̂ĉ λ
2

3
= − f −1 δαµ̂ δβν̂ δρη̂ δ σ̂χ ∂χ f λ̄ γµ̂ν̂ η̂σ̂ λ .
2

Aabα =
Aαβρ

(17)

As a check, note that condition |Q| = M continues to hold as expected for members of the
BPS supermultiplet.
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• Angular Momentum and Dipole Moments

For membrane spacetimes, the long-distance limit of the off-diagonal metric components

gaα determine an angular momentum current Jaαβ , which carries a world-volume vector
index in addition to the usual pair of transverse indices specifying a plane of rotation. This
is given by [13]
8πJaαβ xβ
,
(18)
Ω7 r 8
where Ω7 is the area of a unit 7-sphere. From the world-volume perspective of the brane, the
r→∞

gaα −→ −

angular momentum current arises because the membrane effective Lagrangian is invariant
under transverse rotations. There is a corresponding conserved angular momentum current
with the index structure of Ja αβ , in analogy with the angular momentum of a particle J0 αβ .
This current is registered in the long-distance metric as in (18). For the superpartner
spacetimes, the angular momentum current coming from the long distance limit of (16)
is:8
Ja αβ =


9Ω7 M
λ̄γa αβ λ
8π

(19)

which is a bilinear in the spinor λ. We will see in Sec. 2.2 that J0αβ generates rotations in
the space of fermionic zero-mode states. The full angular momentum current determines
the gravitational spin-spin interaction between M2-branes, as shown in Sec. 3.
Two different dipole moment tensors can be extracted from the long distance limit of
the gauge field components in (17). The long-distance limit of Aabα yields a dipole moment
tensor µa αβ , having the same index structure as the angular momentum current:
r→∞

Aabα −→
From (17) we find
µa αβ =

8πεab c µcαβ xβ
.
Ω7 r 8


9sΩ7 M
λ̄γa αβ λ .
8π

(20)

(21)

If we define a g-factor via the relation µa αβ = (gQ/2M )Ja αβ , using Q = sM we find that
g = 2 for the superpartner spacetimes. From the long distance limit of Aαβρ , we can define
a dipole moment tensor µαβρσ with four transverse indices:
r→∞

Aαβρ −→
8

8πµαβρσ xσ
.
Ω7 r 8

(22)

Because gamma matrices with frame and coordinate indices are identical in the long distance

limit, we have dropped hats from the gamma matrices in this and other expressions below when
appropriate.
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In the superpartner spacetimes this has the value:
µαβρσ =


9Ω7 M
λ̄γαβρσ λ .
8π

(23)

We will see in Sec. 3 that both the dipole moments µa αβ and µαβρσ mediate interactions
between branes.
• Further Discussion of Superpartner Spacetimes
There is an interesting issue which arises if the starting point for the superpartner construction is taken to be a multi-M2-brane spacetime, rather than just a single brane.
Acting with the broken supersymmetry generators on the multi-brane spacetime produces
only a single overall BPS multiplet of spin states, rather than a multiplet for each object.
This makes sense, if we think about the analogous bosonic case, acting with the broken
translation symmetries on a multi-brane spacetime. All the branes are translated together
and so we cannot access the moduli which vary the relative positions of the branes via the
broken translation symmetries. Similarly, we cannot access fermionic zero-modes for each
brane (if they exist) using the broken supersymmetries. In the bosonic case, of course, we
know the multi-center solutions which allow us to vary the relative positions of branes. It
is unclear whether, or not, in the case of fermionic zero-modes, independent spins may be
associated with each brane.
There are pieces of evidence which point in both directions on this question. At the
classical level in four dimensions, there are the Israel-Wilson-Perjes [14] spacetimes which
are supersymmetric [15] and describe multiple objects with arbitrary individual angular
momenta. In [16] it is shown that these IWP objects satisfy a balance between gauge and
gravitational spin-spin forces, similar to our result below in Sec. 3. On the other hand, in
M(atrix) model and other calculations of spin-spin forces between D0-branes [17,18,19,20],
nonzero forces have been found between static objects, indicating that an exact force
balance occurs only for certain combinations of the individual spins. Indeed, we expect
that exact force cancellation occurs only if the spins of the individual objects assemble into
an overall BPS state and so static solutions should not permit arbitrary individual spins
for multi-center M2-branes.
8

2.2. Spin Content of the BPS Multiplet
The metric and other fields of the superpartner spacetimes depend on the spinor parameter
λ, which satisfies the projection (1 − se
γ )λ = 0. As we discussed in the introduction, the

non-zero components of λ satisfy non-trivial anti-commutation relations and must therefore

be realized as operators acting in a quantum mechanical space of states, which are the 256
different spin states of the BPS multiplet. In this section we will make these observations
more concrete and give an explicit construction of the space of states.
We begin by fixing a representation of the SO(10, 1) Dirac matrices, which is adapted
to the decomposition of SO(10, 1) representations into representations of the SO(2, 1) ⊗

SO(8) subgroup of Lorentz transformations in the tangent directions and rotations in the

transverse directions to the brane. We take9
γ 0 = iσ 2 ⊗ I16 ,

γ + = σ 1 ⊗ I16 ,

γ − = σ 3 ⊗ Γ̄,

(24)

γ α = σ 3 ⊗ Γα ,

where σ k are the Pauli matrices, I16 is the 16 dimensional identity matrix and Γα are
SO(8) Dirac matrices with Γ̄ = Γ12345678 . To make things entirely explicit, for the Γα we
take the representation

0
α
Γ =
ξα

ηα
0

η 1 = ε ⊗ ε ⊗ ε,
4



1

ξ α = (η α )t ,

,

η 2 = 1 ⊗ σ 1 ⊗ ε,
5

η 3 = 1 ⊗ σ 3 ⊗ ε,

3

η = σ ⊗ ε ⊗ 1,

η = σ ⊗ ε ⊗ 1,

η7 = ε ⊗ 1 ⊗ σ3,

η 8 = −1 ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1,

6

(25)

1

η =ε⊗1⊗σ ,

with 1 = I2 and ε = iσ 2 , which gives
Γ̄ =



I8
0

0
−I8



.

(26)

We then have γ
e = I2 ⊗ Γ̄. For s = 1, solutions to the projection condition γ
eλ = sλ can
then be written in terms of a pair of positive chirality SO(8) spinors ρ and χ as
 
ρ
0
λ =  .
χ
0

9

We are also omitting hats from indices in this subsection.
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(27)

The zero mode part of the canonical anti-commutation relations for the gravitino field
determines an algebra for the 16 components of ρA and χA of the form
{ρA , ρB } = {χA , χB } = N 2 δ AB ,

{ρA , χB } = 0,

(28)

with N 2 a normalization factor to be determined below. Alternatively, since the gravitino
field is linear in λ, this same algebra for ρA and χB arises from the anti-commutation
relation of broken supercharges, given in terms of surface integrals evaluated at infinity
[12] in the superpartner spacetimes [2].
These anticommutation relations imply that the 16 operators ρA , σ B may be represented by 216/2 = 256 dimensional SO(16) Dirac matrices. The 256 dimensional space of
states on which these act is the BPS multiplet of spin states for the superpartner spacetimes. An explicit constructions of these operators is obtained by working with the 8
√
complex combinations ΛA = (ρA + iσ A )/ 2N , which together with their hermitian conjugates ΛA† satisfy a fermionic creation/annihilation algebra,
{ΛA , ΛB† } = δ AB ,

{ΛA , ΛB } = {ΛA† , ΛB† } = 0.

(29)

ΛA , ΛB† then act straightforwardly on the 256 dimensional space of states constructed
from the vacuum |0 >, with ΛA |0 >= 0. The vacuum state |0 > is an SO(8) singlet10 .

The first level of excited states Λa† |0 >= 0 form an SO(8) spinor with chirality s, and so

forth for higher spin states. The original SO(10, 1) spinor λ, expressed in terms of Λ and
Λ† , is then given by


Λ + Λ†
1 
0

λ= √

† .
−i(Λ
−
Λ
)
2N
0


(30)

We can then express the fermion bilinears λ̄γm̂n̂... λ which appear in the metric, gauge and
gravitino fields of the superpartner spacetime in terms of the 8 creation and annihilation
operators ΛA† , ΛA which act on the BPS multiplet of states.
In order to determine the value of the normalization constant N appearing in (30),
we impose the physical requirement that the spacetime angular momentum J0 αβ in eq.
(19) act as the generator of SO(8) rotations on the BPS space of states, which it has the
correct form to be. This simply requires that the angular momentum recorded in the long
10

This is in contrast to the D0-brane which has no singlet states under SO(9), its transverse

rotation group [4].
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distance behavior of the metric is precisely that carried by the matter fields, in this case
the angular momentum of the fermion zero-modes. Expressing J0 αβ in terms of creation
and annihilation operators, we get
J0

αβ

18Ω7 M
=
πh̄N 2




h̄ αβ
A† B
,
Λ Λ
Σ
4 +AB

(31)

1 α β
β α
where Σαβ
+ = 2 (η ξ − η ξ ). The operator within the parentheses in (31) is the properly

normalized SO(8) rotation generator. The normalization constant N must then be N 2 =
18Ω7 M/πh̄. This implies that when corrections to the spacetime fields are expressed in
terms of properly normalized creation and annihilation operators, the factors of M and Q
disappear. Rather, the angular momentum corrections are proportional to h̄, as we should
expect for the quantized zero-mode system. Indeed, upon taking expectation values in
different zero-mode states, (31) correctly registers the expected intrinsic spin in the longrange, classical gravitational fields. The dipole moment µαβρσ may also be expressed in
terms of the creation and annihilation operators.
The reader may worry that an order h̄ correction to the metric of this kind cannot
be consistently maintained when there are order h̄ higher curvature corrections to the
equations of motion. However, this is not a concern because the metric is becoming flat
at large distances and the higher curvature corrections will be infinitesimal.
3. Spin-Spin Interactions
In this section we will study the spin dependent interactions between a pair of M2-branes
by treating one of the branes as a probe propagating in the spacetime fields of the other.
The supersymmetric world volume action for the probe M2-brane [21] is
Z h p
Z
i
3
1 ′ abc A B C
S[Z(ζ)] =
− − det G(Z) − 6 s ε Πa Πb Πc BCBA (Z) d ζ = L d3 ζ ,

(32)

where we have inserted s′ = ±1, to account for the sign of the the probe brane charge, in
front of the pull-back of the super gauge field BM NP . The sign of this second term can
be checked by requiring that in the bosonic limit(λ, θ → 0) the static force should vanish

for like-charge (s′ = s) probes and backgrounds. Here ζ b are the three world volume
coordinates of the probe brane while Z M = (X m , θ) are the superspace coordinates of the

probe and are functions of ζ b . The indices A, B denote superspace frame indices and M, N
M
c
A
are superspace coordinate indices. The quantity ΠA
c = (∂Z /∂ζ )EM is the pull-back

11

n̂
of the supervielbein to the membrane world volume, and Gab = Πm̂
a Πb ηm̂n̂ the induced

metric on the probe.
Our calculation requires explicit expressions for the superfields BM NP (X m , θ) and
A
EM
(X m , θ) in terms of the component fields en̂m , ψm and Amnp . Fortunately, these have

recently been given to second order in the fermionic coordinate θ in [11]. We study the
interactions of the probe with the superpartner backgrounds of Sec. 2.1 in the static limit.
Now there are two sets of fermions, λ and θ, in the calculation, which are realized as
operators acting on the spin states of the background and probe branes respectively.
We will work in static gauge ∂a X b = δab , supplemented by the κ-symmetry gauge
fixing condition
(1 − s′ e
γ )θ = 0 ,

(33)

which cuts in half the number of fermionic coordinates for the probe. This gauge condition
for the probe is identical to the condition (13) satisfied by the fermionic parameters of the
superpartner spacetimes. In addition, we will restrict ourselves to probes at rest and set
∂a X α = ∂a θ = 0. Subject to these conditions, we expand the Lagrangian L in (32) out
to terms of order θ 2 λ2 and accurate to order in 1/r 8 , where r is the transverse separation
between the background and probe branes. In practice, this will allow us to drop terms
containing (∂f )2 relative to terms of order f ∂ 2 f , simplifying the calculation considerably.
Given this set of conditions, it follows from equation (5.1) of reference [11], that the
following terms may contribute to the induced metric on the probe brane
n
ωb)p̂q̂
Gab =ḡab + ηĉd̂ 4ēĉ(a θ̄γ d̂ ψb) − 21 ēĉ(a θ̄γ d̂p̂q̂ θe
o
+2ēĉ(a θ̄γ d̂ Tb) pqrs θ Fepqrs .

(34)

Here, ḡab and ēbâ are the background metric and vielbein at order λ0 given in (9) and
(11). The quantities ω
e p̂q̂ and Fepqrs are the order λ2 contributions to the background spin

connection and field strength and are given below. Some apparently lower order terms in
(34), with the order λ0 spin connection and field strength replacing ω
e and Fe, have vanished

after making use of the κ projection and Majorana properties satisfied by the spinor θ.
√
The − det G term in the action is then given to the appropriate order by
√

− det G = f

−3

+

2f −2 δdbˆ


 1




−2 b
d̂
d̂p̂q̂
−2 b
d̂ pqrs
θ̄γ ψb − f δdˆ θ̄γ θ ω
ebp̂q̂ + f δdˆ θ̄γ Tb
θ Fepqrs .
4
(35)
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Here, the purely bosonic f −3 term comes from the determinant of the original, order λ0
M-2-brane metric (9).
We will now see that the second term in the action (32) has a very similar form. The
pull-back of the super gauge field is given in equation (5.2) of reference [11]. After plugging
in the conditions for static gauge in the stationary probe, and dropping higher order terms
in 1/r, their expression reduces to

s′ abc 
s′
B C
Π
Π
B
=
ε
A
−
6
θ̄
γ
ψ
− εabc ΠA
CBA
abc
ab
c
a b
c
6
6

 p̂q̂

3
pqrs
+ θ̄ γp̂q̂ γab θ ω
ec − 3 θ̄γab Tc
θ Fepqrs .
4

(36)

The 2nd, 3rd and 4th terms above are quite similar to the corresponding terms in equation
(35), with each term in (36) containing one extra gamma matrix. Applying the gauge
condition (33) brings these to the same form as the corresponding terms in (35). Plugging
in from (9) for the gauge potential Aabc and combining (35) and (36) then gives for the
Lagrangian L


 1

L =(ss′ − 1)f −3 − 4f −2 δdbˆ θ̄γ d̂ ψb + f −2 δdbˆ θ̄γ d̂p̂q̂ θ ω
ebp̂q̂
2


− 2f −2 δdbˆ θ̄γ d̂ Tb pqrs θ Fepqrs .

(37)

It remains to plug in for the order λ2 spin connection and gauge field strength ω
eap̂q̂ and
Fepqrs . Keeping only terms of O (1/r 8 ), the gravitino squared terms in (6) do not contribute.
Hence ω
e can be found from

ω
e m̂n̂ ∧ ēn̂ = de
em̂ − ω̄ m̂n̂ ∧ een̂ ,

(38)

e These have non-zero components
and Fe follows from A.




1 −5
ω
e âβ̂ = − f 2 (δ χ̂ρ ∂η ∂ρ f ) δ α̂β̂ δση + 3δσα̂ δ β̂η λ̄γ âα̂χ̂ λ dxσ
4



3
ω
e α̂β̂ = − f −4 (δ χ̂ρ ∂η ∂ρ f ) δ α̂µ̂ δ β̂η − δ α̂η δ β̂ µ̂ λ̄γb̂µ̂χ̂ λ δab̂ dxa
4



3s
Feabαβ = f −4 εabĉ δαρ̂ δβχ − δαχ δβρ̂ (δ σ̂η ∂χ ∂η f ) λ̄γρ̂σ̂ĉ λ
2


λ .
Feαβρσ = − 6f −1 (∂χ ∂[α f )δ ν̂ δ ψ̂ δ η̂ δ µ̂χ λ̄γ
β ρ σ]
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ν̂ ψ̂ η̂µ̂

(39)

Inserting these in (37) and working through gamma matrix algebra, using the Majorana
properties (5) and projection conditions (13) and (33) to simplify, yields our final result
for the Lagrangian in this limit
L ≡ L0 + L1 + L2 + L3



= (ss′ − 1)f −3 + 6(ss′ − 1)f −5 δ α̂β ∂β f θ̄γα̂ λ




3 ′
ψ̂ρ η
−6
α̂β̂ dˆ
δ δβ̂ ∂ρ ∂η f θ̄γ
θ λ̄γα̂ψ̂dˆλ
+ (ss − 1)f
4






1 −6 ψ̂ρ η
α̂µ̂ν̂ β̂
δ δβ̂ ∂ρ ∂η f θ̄γ
θ λ̄γα̂µ̂ν̂ ψ̂ λ .
− f
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(40)

For ease of exposition we have broken the lagrangian up into four terms - L0 , L1 , L2 and
L3 - each of which we discuss separately below. Note that L2 comes from the second and
third terms in (37), while L3 comes entirely from the last term. Of particular interest is
the question of whether there is a force balance between like-charge superpartner states
with s = s′ . This is obviously the case for all the terms except L3 .
• L0 – Bosonic Potential

The first term in the Lagrangian (40)
L0 = (ss′ − 1)f −3

(41)

is zeroth order in the fermions θ and λ. This is simply (minus) the potential energy of
two purely bosonic, parallel M2-branes. L0 vanishes for s = s′ because the gravitational
attraction cancels the charge repulsion – this is simply the well-known BPS force balance.
In this term, but not the others, the factor f −3 is accurate and the forces balance for all
separations, not just to leading order in a large separation expansion.
The remaining terms in the Lagrangian have been calculated accurate only to leading
order in a long distance expansion. Hence, we now set f = 1 in L1 , L2 and L3 . In addition
the factors ∂α f and ∂α ∂β f should be understood as being given by their large r limits
∂α f = −

6M xα
,
r8

∂α ∂ β f = −

6M δαβ
48M xα xβ
+
r8
r 10

(42)

• L1 – Gravitino Exchange

The term L1 is first order in both λ and θ and is given in the long distance limit by
L1 = −36(s′ s − 1)


M β̂ α 
δ
x
θ̄γ
λ
.
β̂
r7 α
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(43)

This interaction changes the spin states of both the probe and the superpartner background
via gravitino exchange. Recall that in the Introduction and Sec. 2.2 we interpreted the
parameters λ as operators acting on the fermionic state of the superpartner spacetime.
Operators which are odd in powers of λ take bosonic states to fermionic states and viceversa. A similar interpretation holds for the fermionic parameters θ of the probe, so that
L1 changes the fermion number of both the probe and the background.
We are dealing with an unusual and seemingly contradictory situation, in which the
probe can alter the state of the background. That this does not happen to an appreciable
extent is the usual definition of the probe approximation. Here, even though the mass of
the background is macroscopic and much larger than that of the probe, the background
spin is of order h̄ and comparable to that of the probe. We must therefore treat the spin
states of the two objects on the same footing. In this case it is necessary to discuss a
macroscopic object with a microscopic spin because if a high mass M2 background is BPS,
its spin is still in the same small SO(8) representations as the BPS probe, rather than in
some very large representation.
• L2 – Gauge and Gravitional Spin-Spin Forces

Plugging in the long distance limit, the interaction L2 is given by
3
L2 = (ss′ − 1)
4



−6M δ ρη
48M xρ xη
+
r8
r 10



δρχ̂ δβ̂η



θ̄γ

α̂β̂ dˆ

θ




λ̄γα̂χ̂dˆλ .

(44)

This term clearly shows a force balance for ss′ = 1. However, we may still inquire as to the
nature of the forces which are canceling each other. The fermion bilinears in (44) can be reexpressed in terms of the angular momentum currents of the probe and background branes.
So we are seeing a cancellation between gauge and gravitational spin-spin interactions [22],
similar to the cancellation occuring [16] in the IWP spacetimes [14].
• L3 – Dipole-Dipole Interactions

The long distance limit of the term L3 in (40) is
1
L3 = −
8



−6M δ ρη
48M xρ xη
+
r8
r 10






δρψ̂ δβ̂η θ̄γ α̂µ̂ν̂ β̂ θ λ̄γα̂µ̂ν̂ ψ̂ λ .

(45)

This term lacks a manifest factor of (ss′ − 1) and hence appears to mediate an interaction

between branes having the same sign charge, as well as between branes having opposite
charges. Such an interaction would not be entirely surprising, or inconsistent. We can
expect an exact force cancellation between branes only if their spins combine to form an
15

overall BPS state. Since there are 256 spin states in a BPS multiplet, we would expect
that 256 × 255 of the possible combinations of spins of two BPS objects would experience

a net force. However, it turns out in the present case that L3 does vanish for ss′ = 1
as a consequence of the projection conditions (13) and (33) satisfied by λ and θ. These

conditions can be used to show that





ss′ β̂ ψ̂
Aβ̂ψ̂ ≡ θ̄γ α̂µ̂ν̂ β̂ θ λ̄γα̂µ̂ν̂ψ̂ λ =
δ
θ̄γ σ̂1 ...σ̂4 θ λ̄γσ̂1 ...σ̂4 λ − ss′ Aψ̂β̂ .
4

(46)

This shows that for ss′ = 1, the symmetric part of the matrix Aβ̂ψ̂ is proportional to the
identity. The prefactor in (45) is symmetric, so contracting with the antisymmetric part of
Aβ̂ψ̂ gives zero. The remaining term is proportional to the Laplacian of f which vanishes
in the long distance limit. Note that for ss′ = −1, there will still be a non-zero interaction,

which is proportional to the product of the dipole moment µαβρσ (22) of the background
superpartner and the corresponding dipole moment of the probe brane.
4. Conclusion

In this article we have constructed the spinning superpartner spacetimes that fill out the
BPS multiplet of membrane solitons of M-theory. The construction involved quantizing the
fermionic zero-modes of the soliton and resulted in operator valued spacetime fields that
acquired a conventional classical meaning only after taking expectation values in fixed BPS
states. We examined the interaction of spinning branes by studying the effective action of
a stationary spinning probe placed in the superpartner spacetimes. Amongst other interesting effects we found gravitational spin-spin interactions and fermion-number changing
gravitino exchanges. We have shown that all the interaction terms in (40) vanish between
two like-charge branes, independently of their spin states. This does not imply that all
static forces cancel between like-charge objects – indeed, only specific choices of the relative
spin state should preserve the BPS property. Nevertheless, our results are consistent with
recent work on the spin dependent interactions of D0-branes [17,18,19,20], where the nonzero static interactions begin at eighth order in fermionic parameters, beyond the fourth
order terms computed here.
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